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PREFACE 
This book deals with statistical inference of nonlinear 
regression models from two opposite points of view, namely the 
case where the furictional form of the model is completely 
specified as a knovm function of regressors and unknown para-
meters, and the opposite case where the functional form of the 
model is completely unknown. First it is assumed that the res-
ponse function of thé regression model under review belongs to 
a certain well-spécified parametric family of functional forms, 
by which estimation of the model merely amounts to estimation 
of the unknown parameters. For this class of models we review 
the asymptotic properties of the nonlinear least squares 
estimator for independent data as well as for time series. 
In practice assumptions on the functional form are often 
made on the basis of computational convenience rather than on 
the basis of precise a priori knówledge of the empirical 
phenomenon under review. Therefore the linear regression model 
is still the most popular model specification in applied 
research. However, even if the specification of the functional 
form is based on sound theoretical considerations there is 
quite often a large range of functional forms that are theore-
tically admissible, so that there is no guarantee that the 
actually chosen functional form is true. Functional specifica-
tion of a parametric nonlinear regression model should there-
fore always be verified by conducting model misspecification 
tests. Various model misspecification tests will therefore be 
discussed, in particular consistent tests which have asymptotic 
power 1 against all deviations from the null hypothesis that 
the model is correct. 
The opposite case of parametric regression is nonparame-
tric regression. Nonparametric regression analysis is concerned 
with estimation of a regression model without specifying in 
advance its functional form. Thus the only source of Infor-
mation about the functional form of the model is the data set 
itself. In this book we shall review various nonparametric 
regression approaches, with special emphasis on the kernel 
method, under various distributional assumptions. 
This book is divided into three parts. In the first part 
we review thé elements of abstract probability theory we need 
in part 2. Part 2 is devoted to the asymptotic theory of para-
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8. NONLINEAR REGRESSION WITH DISCRETE EXPLANATGRY 
VARIABLES 
In this chapter we present the approach of Bierens and 
Hartog (1988) for specifying, estimating and testing regression 
models with discrete explanatory variables. Bierens and Hartog 
developed this approach in close harmony with an empirical 
application to the earnings function. The earnings function 
involved relates the log of individual hourly wages to job 
characteristics and personal characteristics, i.e. level of 
education, sex, age, company experience and the nature of wage 
bargaining. As the emphasis in this chaptere will be on the 
statistical theory, we will be rather casual about this 
earnings function and we will not try to read In the empirical 
results. 
A typical feature of the explanatory variables In this 
earnings function is that they take on a finite number of 
values. It will be shown that such regression models take the 
form of a finite-order polynomial of a linear function of the 
regressors. Therefore we propose a two-stage estimation 
procedure, where in the first stage the linear function 
involved is estimated by ordinary linear least squares (OLS) 
and in the second-stage the polynomial involved is estimated by 
regression on orthogonal polynomials. Moreover, we propose a 
number of tests for testing the order of the polynomial and the 
redundancy of explanatory variables. 
The plan of this chapter is as follows. In section 8.1 we 
briefly discuss the earnings function. In section 8.2 we show 
that regression models with discrete explanatory variables take 
the form of a polynomial of a linear combihation of the 
regressors. Section 8.3 is devoted to the problem of how this 
linear combination should be specified and estimated. Section 
8.4 deals with estimating and testing the regression function. 
Finally, the proofs of the main theorems are given in section 
8.5. 
8.1 The earnings function 
The earnings function estimated by Bierens and Hartog 
relates the log of gross hourly wages (measured in 0.01 
guilders) to the following five explanatory variables: 
1 
x ( 1 ) — level of education, ranging from 1 to 7: 
1 = basie; 
2 = lower vocational; 
3 - intermediate general; 
4 = intermediate vocational; 
5 - higher general; 
6 = higher vocational; 
7 = university. 
x ( 2 ) - sex: 
1 - male; 
2 = female. 
x ( 3 ) =«
 age in full years, ranging from 16 to 64. 
x( 4 5 — experience with the present employer, in full 
years, ranging from 1 to 50. 
x( 55 - collective agreement: 
1 — wages set in a collective agreement; 
2 - wages not set in a collective agreement. 
The data were taken from the Dutch Wage Structure Survey 1979 
[CBS (1979)] collected by the Dutch national statistical 
office, CBS. The Wage Structure Survey (WSS) is a represen-
tative wage survey, where data on individual workers are taken 
from the administration of firms and institutions. In 
comparison to individual surveys, this allows a careful 
observation of earnings, using well-defined concepts. The 
hourly earnings were found from dividing reported earnings per 
payment interval (week, month, etc.) by reported hours of work. 
The data set Bierens and Hartog worked with consists of 
2000 observations (Yj ,Xj ) , j-1,2 n=2000, where Yó is the 
natural logarithm of gross hourly wages of individual j, and 
% - < x r ' « J " ) « B 
is the corresponding vector of explanatory variables specified 
( 6 ) 
above, including a constant term X^ = 1 , with 
3 - {(x(1) x ( 6 ) ) ' : x(1)e{l,2 7}, x(2)e{l,2}, 
x(3)e{16,17 ,64}, x(4)e{l,...,50}, x(5)e{l,2}, x( 6 ) -1} 
the space of regressors. 
Now the earnings function is the response function g(x) 
of the nonlinear regression model 
2 
Yj = g(Xj) + UJ; Xj e E; E(Uj |Xj) -Oa.s., (8.1.1) 
j=l,2 n, . . 
A typical feature of this earnings function, and in fact 
of all empirical earnings functions considered in the litera-
ture, is that the explanatory variables are discrete. In parti-
cular in the present case the space of explanatory variables, 
E, is finite. As will be shown in section 8.2 below, this 
feature will enable us to determine the exact functional form 
of the regression function g(x), namely as a finite polynomial 
of a linear function of the regressors. 
8.2 The functional form of a regression model with discrete 
explanatory variables 
In this section it will be shown that the regression 
function g(x) of model (8.1.1) takes the form of a finite poly-
nomial of a linear function of the regressors. In order to 
illustrate our main point, consider the following nonlinear 
regression model: 
Yi - g(X l j )X 2 f J) + Uj , j«l,2..., (8.2.1) 
where E(TL lx, , ,X_ ,) = 0 a.s. , X, ' - (X. . ,X, .) is a two-
components vector contained with probability 1 in the set 
S - {(0,0)',(1,0)',(0,1)',(1,1)') - {XJ.XÏ.XJ.X,} (8.2.2) 
and g is any real function defined on S. Moreover, let 
8' - (1,-2). (8.2.3) 
Then it is easy to verify (cf. exercise 1) that 
g(x) - a0 + a1(ö'x)+a2(a'x)2+a3(a'x)3 for x e E, (8.2.4) 
where 
(o0,ax ,az ,a 3)' = o = B_1g 
with 
3 
g = (gCXi),g(x2),g(x3),g(x4))' 
and 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
1-2 4-8 
1-1 1-1 
This easy result is not specifie for this particular 6, but it 
holds for all linear functions 0'x which are one-to-one 
mappings from E into R. Such vectors 8 will be called linear 
separators of E. More generally: 
Definition 8.2.1. A vector 9 is a linear separator of a coun-
table subset E of Rk if for all pairs (x1,x2) € E x E, 
0'X-L — 0'x2 implies xx - x2 . 
The existence of a linear separator of a countable set is 
always guaranteed. In fact the set of all linear separators is 
uncountable, as is illustrated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.2.1. Let E be a countable subset of Rk and let S be 
the set of all linear separators of E. Then the set Rk\S has 
Lebesgue measure zero. 
Froof: Let 
C = {(x1,x2) : xt e E, x2 e E, xx * x2 } 
and let 
T(x1,x2) - {0 e R* : 0'(xx-x2) = 0} 
For Xj * x2 the set T(x1,x2) is of lower dimension than k, 
hence 1(X1,-K2) has Lebesgue measure zero. Now 
Rk\S - U. N ^ T ( X I >x2> x
 (xx,x2)eC x z 
4 
is a countable union of sets with Lebesgue measure zero and 
therefore a set with Lebesgue measure zero itself. Q.E.D. 
From definition 8.2.1 it follows that for any linear 
separator 8 of E each point in the range of 0'x (x e E) can 
uniquely be associated to a point in the domain E, and vice 
versa. Thus 0'x is a one-to-one mapping from E into R. From 
theorem 3.2.1(VIII) it therefore follows: 
E(Y|X) - E(Y|0'X) a.s., 
provided the left and right-hand side conditional expectations 
exist. We recall that E|Y| < •» is a sufficiënt condition for 
the latter. Thus: 
Theorem 8.2.2. Let (Y,X) be a random vector in R x E, where E 
is a countable subset of Rk and E|Y| < <». For any linear 
separator 6 of E there exists a Borel measurable real function 
<P0 on R such that 
Y - cpg(O'X) + U, with E(UJX) = 0 a.s. 
Note that we do not require that E is finite. Thus theorem 
8.2.2 also holds if E is the whole space Qk , i.e., the k-
dimensional space of vectors with rational-valued components, 
for the set of rational numbers is countable [see Royden (1968, 
Proposition 6 on page 21)J. 
In the case that E is finite it is easy to verify that 
similarly to (8.2.4) the function cpg is a polynomial of finite 
order, where the order involved is less than or equal to the 
number of elements in E minus 1. Realizing that without loss of 
generality we may assume that E only contains points with 
positive probability, we now have the following result. 
Theorem 8.2.3. Let the conditions of theorem 8.2.2 be satisfied 
and let 
E* = {x* e E : P(X - x*) > 0}. 
If E* is finite of size m, then for every linear separator 9 of 
E there exist real numbers a0(8), al(9),...am_1(9), depending 
5 
on 8, such that 
(pg(d'x) = S^Jog^Kfl'x)* a.s. for x e 3*. 
The main results in this section may now be summarized as 
fo1lows. Assume: 
Assumption 8.2.1. The data generating process {(Yj.Xj)}, 
j==l,2,.. is an i.d.d. stochastic process in R x 3, where 5 is 
an finite subset of Rk such that x € 3 implies P(Xj » x) > 0. 
Moreover, E | Yj j2 < «>. 
Then for any linear separator 9 of S the regression model takes 
the form 
Yj - sJ^eCWfl'Xj)* + Uj, with E(Üj|Xj) - 0 a.s., 
(8.2.5) 
where m is less than or equal to the size of 3. 
Note that assumption 8.2.1 is more restrictive than 
needed for the result (8.2.5), for (8.2.5) also holds if the 
data generating process is identically distributed but not 
independent, and if E|Y^ | < «. However, the additional con-
ditions in assumption 8.2.1 will be needed in the sequel. 
Moreover, note that the polynomial representation (8.2.5) is 
only one way of modelling regression models with discrete 
explanatory variables. For example we may replace 8'Xj in 
(8.2.5) by ^>(0'Xj), where T/> is an arbitrary one-to-one mapping 
from R into R. Model (8.2.5) is, however, easier to handle than 
the latter class of models, and therefore we shall proceed on 
the basis of model (8.2.5). 
Remarks: 
Model (8.2.5) is a special case of a projection pursuit 
regression (PPR) model. See Friedman and Stuetzle (1981), Huber 
(1985) and the references therein. In PPR the unknown 
regression function g(x) , x e Rk , is approximated by a sum of 
univariate functions s^ of linear combinations 0j>'x : 
i(x) - Sm=oSi(^'x). 
6 
Gallant's (1981) Fourier flexible functional form is another 
special case of PPR, where the 9% are so-called multi-indices 
and the functions s^(.) are of the form a|cos(.) + /3j?sin(.), 
with aji and f}% parameters to be estimated (by say least 
squares). Friedman and Stuetzle propose a recursive algorithm 
for estimating 6 2 and Sj>. A disadvantage of this approach, 
however, is that (quoting Huber) "the sampling theory of PPR is 
practically non-existent". The sampling theory of Gallant's 
Fourier flexible form is more developed, as consistency results 
are available for m increasing with the sample size n in some 
order. See Gallant (1985) for a general consistency proof. 
However, asymptotic distribution theory is yet absent,, due to 
the f act that in general regression functions can only be 
represented exactly by a Fourier flexible functional form if 
m - co. in our case where the x are finite-valued it is possible 
te represent the regression function g(x) by a finite Fourier 
expansion and even by a univariate finite Fourier expansion in 
ff'TL with 9 a linear separator of S. Again, however, model 
(8.2.5) seems easier to handle than such a Fourier expansion in 
9'x, in particular because the polynomial representation allows 
estimation by using orthogonal polynomials. 
Thus, the general PPR method is not yet a practical 
alternative to our approach. On the other hand, Gallant's 
Fourier flexible functional form is a serious competitor. Which 
method is better depends on the nature of the data generating 
process, i.e., it is conceivable that in some cases our 
approach will do with a lower m than the Fourier flexible 
functional form, and vice versa in other cases. Therefore one 
should view the linear separator approximation in this chapter 
as an addition to the menu of possible ways of accounting for 
nonlinearity. 
ExersLses: 
1. Prove (8.2.4). 
2. Prove theorem 8.2.1 by showing that P[0'(xx-x2)] - 0 for 
all xx,x2 e S, x1 * x2 and 9 an absolutely continuously distri-
buted random vector in Rk. 
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8.3 The choice of the linear separator 
At first sight one might think of estimating the 
parameters 8 and a0,...,am_1 of model (8.2.5) by nonlinear 
least squares. One of the problems is, however, that the 
parametric representation involved is f ar form unique, as 
(8.2.5) holds for any linear separator. Therefore these 
parameters cannot be estimated consistenly by nonlinear least 
squares (cf. theorem 4.2.1). Only if we choose in advance a 
linear separator 8 the remaining parameters ax , . . . , a m _ 1 can in 
principle be consistently estimated by polynomial least 
squares. However, the latter procedure will be hampered by 
numerical problems if m is large [see Seber (1977, sections 8.1 
and 8.2)]. For example in the case of the earnings function 
under review the maximum size of the space of regressors is 
7x2x49x50x2 - 68600. Although not all points in this set S will 
have positive probability mass, it is clear that for an 
arbitrary chosen linear separator the necessary order of the 
polynomial will probably be unmanageably large. 
Intuitively one may feel that the order of the polynomial 
is not independent of the choice of the linear separator 8 . If 
the linear separator is such that the shape of the regression 
function g(x) - E(Yj |Xj = x) is very different from that of the 
linear function 0'x, it will be necessary to compensate this by 
a large m. For example, if the regression function g of model 
(8.2.1) is 
g< Xi.a- X2,a> = Xi.j + ^ . a 
and if we choose the linear separator 8 as in (8.2.3) then 
(8.2.4) becomes 
g(x) = (-7/3)(9'%) + 2(0'x)2 + (4/3)(0'x)3 
for x e E [defined by (8.2.2)]. Thus if we choose the linear 
separator 8' — (1,-2) then the necessary order of the 
polynomial equals the size of E minus 1, whereas using the 
linear separator 8' = (1,-2) would give us the true model at 
once. 
In view of the above argument the best choice of the 
linear separator seems therefore be the one for which the order 
of the polynomial is as small as possible. However, we have not 
succeeded in finding a practical criterion for classifying the 
8 
linear separators according to the order of the corresponding 
polynomials. Therefore we propose as a 'second best' procedure 
to choose the vector of OLS estimators, 
6 - [ C l / n ^ ^ X j X j ' r M a A O S ^ X j Y j ] 
A 
as the linear separator, for 8'X will probably be close to the 
true regression function, especially if one of the components 
A 
of Xj is a constant term. Choosing 8 as a linear separator will 
likely have a favourable influence on the order of the 
A 
polynomial. The question remains, of course, whether ff 
converges to a linear separator. This point will be dealt with 
in the next section, together with the problem of testing 
whether a specified m is sufficiently large. 
The linear regression model 
A A 
is, in our approach, nothing more than the best linear approx-
imation of the true regression model. Nevertheless the 
asymptotic properties of d are quite similar to those of the 
OLS estimator of the classical linear regression model, as has 
been shown by White (1980). Employing the additional condition 
Assumption 8.3.1. The matrix E XjXj' is nonsingular, 
these asymptotic properties can be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 8.3.1. Let assumptions 8.2.1 and 8.3.1 be satisfied and 
let 
6Q = (E X1X1') E XJYJ , 
O - (E X1X1,y1[E(Y1 - tf0'X1)2X1X1'](E X j X i ' ) - 1 , 
A 
O = ( ( l / ^ S ^ ^ X j X j ^ - ^ d / ^ S ^ ^ Y j - ö ' X p Z X j X / ] 
x ( l / n ^ ^ X j X j T 1 , ( 8 . 3 . 1 ) 
Then f o r n -* <*>, 
9 
e -*• 90 a.s., Jn(9 - 60) •+ Nk(0,O) in distr. and 
A 
Q -* Cl a.s. 
1. Prove theorem 8.3.1. 
8.4 Estimating and testing the regression function 
8.4.1 Estimation 
A 
Using the OLS statistic 9 as a linear separator the model 
becomes a linear model in the parameters ot0 , ax ,...,a x and 
the variables 
tf'Xj, ($'Xj)2,...,(2'Xj)B-1. 
However, applying OLS to estimate the a may be hampered by 
numerical instability if m is large, due to the fact that then 
the matrix with elements 
(l/n)2°=1(0'Xj)il+i2, ZX ,i2«0,l,...,m-l 
will probably be nearly singular (see Seber 1977, Section 8.1). 
A neat cure for this problem is suggested by Forsythe (1957) 
and others, namely to use orthogonal polynomials. Moreover, 
numerical stability of polynomial regressions can be further 
improved by standardizing the variables into the interval 
[+1,1]. In our case the variables involved are 9'X* with 9 a 
linear separator, which will be standardized into the interval 
[-1,1] by using the transformation 
z(x,0) = [2-0'x - HX(9) - M2(0)]/[Mx(0) - M2(0)] (8.4.1) 
where 
Mx<0) = S^=1maxxeSöix(1) andM2(0) - 2^=1minxeHÖix( i>, 
with 
(9X , . . . , 0 k ) ' - 9 e Rk and ( x ( x ) , . . . , x ( k ) ) ' - x e 3. 
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Thus we now propose to r e w r i t e model ( 8 . 2 . 5 ) for j = l , 2 , . . . , n as 
YJ " s ï l J ' T i ( « ) ^ i [ z ( X J ,S)\8] + Ud , w i t h E ( U j | X j ) = 0 a . s . 
( 8 . 4 . 2 ) 
where the ^g(z|#) are orthogonal polynomials of order S., 
respectively. 
Forsythe (1957) proposes to generate orthogonal poly-
nomials Pj;(.) on basis of a data set {z1,..,zn} by the follow-
ing recurrence relation: 
P0(zj) - l/7n , PJCZJ) - (Zj-z)/y[S° = 1( Z j-z) 2], 
P*(Zj) - (Px(zj) - d.^.^P^^Zj) - d r > r. 2P r. 2( Z j), r > 2 
(8.4.3) 
Pt(Zj) = P*(Zj)/drir, 
where 
z = <l/n)25_l2j, 
dr,r-2= ^ ^ P ^ Z ^ P ^ ^ Z ^ P ^ ^ Z j ) , 
dï.r-1" ^ i M Z j ^ - l C Z j ) . 
dr,r = f^iP^Zj) 2) 1 5. 
By construction these polynomials satisfy 
^ - i P r / z j ) ^ ^ ) - 1 if rx - r2l 
(8.4.4) 
S j = i P r 1 ( z J ) P r 2 < z j ) - 0 i f r x * r 2 . 
In t h i s paper we s h a l l use o r thogona l polynomials of t h e type 
tfr(.|0) - 7n P E ( . | 0 ) , 
where P r ( . | # ) i s g e n e r a t e d by ( 8 . 4 . 3 ) wi th Zj = z(Xi ,6) , so 
t h a t 
11 
.(l/n)S^.1^ ri(z(XJ>fl)1tf) r^2(z-(Xj,tf)|tf) - 1 if rx - r2 , 
(8.4.5) 
(l/n)Z.ni = 1i>Ti(z(Xi,6)\e)i>V2(z(Xi,9)\6) - O if rx * r2 . 
This will prove to be more convenient than (8.4.4). 
The difference between the two models (8.2.5) and (8.4.2) 
is that (8.2.5) is true for all j > 1, whereas (8.4.2) is only 
true for j=l,2,...,n, given that d is a linear separator and m 
is sufficiently large. 
By virtue of (8.4.5) the least squares estimators of the 
parameters j^iS) of model (8.4.2) can now simply be calculated 
by 
7i(0) - (l/n)2^xYj^(z(Xj,ö)|ö)) i - 0,1,2,... (8.4.6) 
A 
In practice we will use 6 instead of 6 as a linear separator. 
We then have: 
Theorem 8.4.1. Let the conditions of theorem 8.3.1 be satisfied 
and assume that dQ is a linear separator of S. Then for n •+ « 
and fixed ü - 0,1,2..., 
|7i(0o) * 7i(0o) I "* ° a-s 
suP|z|<ll^e<zl^) " ^ ( Z K ) | "* 0 a.s. 
Moreover, denoting 
we have 
suPxesl&n(xl^) " g(x>l •* 0 a.s., 
provided m is large enough. 
Proof: Exercise 1. 
A 
Thus g„i (x) is a uniformly consistent estimator of the true 
regression function g(x) if 90 'is a linear separator and m is 
large enough. 
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8.4.2 Model specificatïon testing 
Next we consider the problem of how to test whether m is 
sufficiently large and 8Q is a linear separator. Let for 8 e Rk 
and T £ R, 
pm>i(r\9) = exp[rz(X. ,8)] - 2^J{^(z(Xj , 8) | 6) 
x (l/n)Sno=1^(z(Xjo)^)|ö)exp[rz(Xjo)^)]} (8.4.7) 
êm(r|0) - (l/n)S^=10/aö')gm(Xj|ö)exp[rz(Xj,0], (8.4.8) 
s*(r|*) = (l/n)S^1(Yj-im(Xj|a))2;m,j(r|ö)2 
-2[(l/n)2»=1(Yj-&m(Xj|ö))(Yj4'Xj);mjj(r|ö)Xj'] 
x[(l/n)2^1XJXj']"1im(^|ö) + imCH*)'fl L ( H ^ ) . 
(8.4.9) 
and 
i,(r|0) - {(l/yn)2J.1(Yj-JB(XJ|0)exp[rz(XjItf)]} 
/y(sm2(r|^)) (8.4.10) 
A 
where O is defined by (8.3.1). Then we have: 
Theorem 8.4.2. Let assumptions 8.2.1 and 8.3.1 be satisfied and 
let 8* be an arbitrary linear separator of E. If 
H0 : m and 8=80 are such that model (8.2.5) is true (8.4.11) 
then for n -+ °° and r ^  0 
»»m(rl**> •* N(0,1) in distr. (8.4.12) 
If the null hypothesis (8.4.11) is false then there exists a 
Sr 
countable subset T of R (depending on 8 ) such that for every 
r 0 T, 
l*7»(H'*>l - °° a-s- (8.4.13) 
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Moreover, under the maintained hypothesis that 60 is a linear 
separator the above conclusions also hold for ff* = ff . Further-
more, there exists a subset S of Rk+1 with Lebesgue measure 
zero such that under the altemative that (8.4.11) is false, 
(8.4.13) holds for every (r,0*) £ S. 
Proof: Section 8.5.1. 
Remark: The result (8.4.13) is due to the f act that under E1 
there exists a cm(r\ff*) * 0 and a a£(r|0*) such that 
nmir\e*) - cm(r\ff*)Jn - N[0,ö*(r|**)] in distr. (8.4.14) 
We see from theorem 8.4.2 that the power of the test 
depends on the appropriate choice of r and 0*. Although we may 
substitute ff* — ff , the test might then no longer be consistent, 
as we then only test 
2£Ï7i(*o)lWz(Xj,*o>Uo) ~ E < Y j l * ó V a.s. 
However, if ff0 is not a linear separator this conditional 
expectation need no longer be equal to E(Yj|Xj). Thus, in the 
first instance, we should not use 6* — ff. 
Theorem 8.2.1 suggests that we may choose ff* randomly 
from a continuous distribution. But how does this random choice 
of ff* affect the asymptotic properties of the test statistc 
involved? The following corollary of theorem 8.4.2 shows that 
it does not, and we may even choose r randomly from a 
continuous distribution. 
Theorem 8.4.3. Let (ff*,r) be a random drawing from a continuous 
(k+l)-variate distribution. Then (8.4.12) holds if (8.4.11) is 
true and (8.4.13) holds if (8.4.11) is false. 
Proof: Section 8.5.2. 
Thus we may for example draw r and the components of 8* 
independently from a uniform distribution, and then conduct the 
test in the same way as before. 
Having tested and accepted a particular m in the above 
way, we might reduce m to m , say, where 0 < m < m, by testing 
whether 
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Ho : Tm (*o> = ••• " Tto-l<*o> -0. (8.4.15) 
This test can be conducted by using the Wald test on basis of 
the following result. Denote 
fm - [ (3/30 ' )70 (O. •••>(d/30')7m-1 (<?)]' 
*j>m = [^(z^ ,h\6) , • • • ,rf>m.l(z(Xi ,h\ê)]' 
^ = (l/n)S^1{(Yj-gm(Xj|ö))4j>mXj'}{(l/n)2°=1XjXj'}-1 
and 
A A A A A A A A A 
4, - rB n r,; + rB 2^ + s» r; + A,,, 
A 
where O is defined by (8.3.1). Then we have: 
Theorem 8.4.4. Let the conditions of theorem 8.3.1 be satisfied 
and assume that the hypothesis (8.4.11) holds. Then there 
exists a positive definite matrix A,,, such that for n -* « , 
M7Q(^-7o(M>--->7m-i(0)-7m-i(*o)]' -*®m(°>K) in distr. 
and 
Proof: Exercise 2. 
Now the Wald test for testing (8.4.15) can be conducted as 
f ollows. Let A„^  be the submatrix of ^ corresponding to 
(7m (^).••>7m-l(^))• Then under the conditions of theorem 
8.4*4, 
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V - n[7m ( * ) , . . . , 7 m - i ( * ) ] A i * [Jmjh 7 m - l ( ' ) ] ' 
~* Xm-m ^ n d i s t r . i f (8.4.15) i s t rue 
* (8.4.16) 
-*• oo a.s. if (8.4.15) is false 
The ultimate purpose of most empirical econometrie 
analysis is to determine which explanatory variables are 
important in the model under review and which are not. However, 
since the models (8.2.5) and (8.4.2) are true for any linear 
separator, provided m is sufficiently large, it is clear that 
OLS approximation results are not conclusive with respect to 
this question. For example, consider an i.d.d. sample 
((Yx ,Xj_) , . . . (Yn JXJJ ) } of random vectors in R x S, where 
E - {(1,0)', (2,0)', (3,1).', (4,1)'} C R2 . 
Suppose 
P[Xj-(l,0)'] - P[Xj-(2,0)'] 
- P{Xj-(3,l)'] -P[Xj-(4,l)'J - 1/4, 
Y, - 0.44X? , + U, , E IL - 0 , E U? - o2 < <*> , 
where X1 ^ is the first component of Xj and Uj and Xj are 
mutually independent. Then the OLS statistic 6 converges a.s. 
to 80 — (1,2)', which is obviously a linear separator of E. 
Since both components of 90 are non-zero, we will find that 
both components of 9 are significant, while only the first 
component of Xj plays a role in the true model. 
So the question arises how to test whether one or more 
components of Xj are redundant. To answer this question, we 
return to the general case and assume that the components 
px , . .". ,pr (1 < px < . . . < pr < k) of Xj are redundant. Let X^ 
be the vector of components of Xj with the components Pi , . . ,'PI 
fixed on say their minimum values. Now conduct the test in 
theorems 8.4.2 and 8.4.3 as before on the basis of the data set 
{(Y1,X*),...,(Yn,X^)}. 
This yields a statistic rim (r | 9 ,px , . . . ,pr ) for which the follow-
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ing variant of theorem 8.4.3 holds. 
Theorem 8.4.5. Let assumptions 8.2.1 and 8.3.1 be satisfied and 
suppose that the hypothesis (8.4.11) is true. Let r be an 
independent random drawing from a continuous distribution on R. 
Then 
nm(r\9,?i,•••,Pr) - N(0,1) in distr. 
if the components px , p2,...,pr of Xj are redundant, and 
|i7n(H*.Pi • • • • >Pr)| •* °° a-s-
if at least one of these components is not redundant. 
8.4.3 The select ion of the polynomia.1 order 
In our empirical application we shall apply the above 
approach in the following way. First we choose a priori an m 
and we apply theorem 8'.4.3 to test whether m is large enough 
and $0 is a linear separator. If the test accepts the null 
hypothesis involved we then apply the Wald test in theorem 
8.4.4 to reduce m. Finally we apply theorem 8.4.5 in order to 
test the redundancy of the explanatory variables. 
This procedure involves a number of sequential tests 
depending on the outcome of the first test. If the test in 
theorem 8.4.3 would reJect the specification of m and if this 
is due to too low a value of m and not due to 90 failing to be 
a linear separator of E, then it is possible to increase m 
stepwise until it is accepted. This procedure yields an m which 
•is detèrmined by the data, and is therefore an integer valued 
random variable. Now the question arises how this random m 
affects the tests in theorem 8.4.4 and 8.4.5. 
The answer depencs on the way the tests in theorem 8.4.3 
and (8.4.16) are coi.ducted. In particular it makes a big 
difference whether we x se a fixed critical value or a critical 
value growing at ordei o(7n) with the sample size n. In the 
first case the type I error is fixed, and in the latter case 
the type I error vani.. hes as n-*». Since the test in theorem 
8.4.3 is consistent, in both cases the type II errors vanish. 
Thus if we use a f ixe 1 critical value, the hazard exists of 
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overshooting the true order of the polynomial, due to the 
persisting type I error. In that case the resulting m remains a 
random variable in the limit. In the case we use the increasing 
critical value the final m emerging from the sequential test 
procedure is a consistent estimator of the true m. 
Thus the sequential test procedure may now be summarized 
as f ollows. Select an initial m=m0 and a sequence (L^) of 
critical values converging to infinity at order o(./n). 
Step 1: Apply the test in theorem 8.4.3. If 
\nmQ(r\9)\ < K 
then go to Step 2, else increase m with m0 (thus m — m+m0) and 
repeat Step 1. 
Step 2: Apply the Wald test (8.4.16), i.e. specify wm such 
* 
that 
P(Xm-nK * w ) = P(|ü| < 1^) for U - N(0,1), 
. A A 
and select the maximum m for which |wm < wm . Put m = m 
and stop. 
Now let m be the minimum m for which model (8.2.5) with 
$ = $0 holds, given that 9Q is a linear separator. (Otherwise 
no such m exists.) Then 
limn_).a3P(m - m) = 1 , whenever l^/Jn -*• 0 and 1^ -+». (8.4.17) 
Using result (8.4.17) it is easy to show that theorems 
A 
8.4.1 and 8.4.5 go through with m = m. Also theorem 8.4.4 goes 
through after an appropriate modification 
If 0O is not a linear separator, model (8.2.5) is invalid 
for every m. In that case m will increase beyond the support of 
A 
80 'x minus 1. For such an m, however, the parameters 
a^aj o j in (8.2.5) are no longer indentifiable, which 
renders m indeterminate. Thus the above sequential test 
procedure for determining the order of the polynomial only 
works if 0O is a linear separator of E. In view of theorem 
8.2.1, however, the hazard of 8Q is a linear separator of S 
seems not too great. 
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Summarizing, we have 
Theorem 8.4.6. Suppose that 0Q is a linear separator of S. 
Estimating the m of model (8.2.5) by repeated application of 
theorem 8.4.3, according to the procedure given by steps 1 and 
2, and replacing m by m, theorems 8.4.1 and 8.4.5 go through. 
If in addition we replace the m at righthand side of '-*' in 
theorem 8.4.4 by m then theorem 8.4.4 goes through as well. 
Proof: Exercise 3. 
The importance of this result lies especially in the conclusion 
that theorem 8.4.5 carries over. For, consistent estimation of 
an unknown regression is not of considerable intrinsic 
interest. What really matters is the possibility to test 
hypotheses about which variables should be included in the 
model and which not, without worrying about possible model 
specification errors. 
Moreover we note that the problem of estimating m is 
similar to the problem of choosing the length of Gallant's 
(1981, 1982) Fourier series expansion and that the proposed 
approach regarding an increasing significance level L^ may be 
considered as a Bayesian approach. See, e.g., Rubin and 
Sethuraman(1965). 
From an asymptotic point of view the choice of 1^ is not 
critical as long as l^/Jri -* 0 and L •+ ». Cf. (8.4.17). In 
finite samples, however, the estimate m may vary substantially 
with L^ . Obviously the best choice of L^  would be such that 
A 
P(m * m) 
is minimal for a finite sample size n. The finite sample 
distribution of m is unknown, however, due to the fact that 
the results of theorem 8.4.2 and 8.4.4 only hold asymptotically 
and that 
P(m < m) 
depends on the extent of the misspecification of g(x) . On the 
other hand, at least we know that 
A 
P(m < m) is an increasing function of L^  
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and that 
P(m < m) is a decreasing function of L^ . 
Since 
A A 
m < m is worse than m > m 
we should therefore choose Lj, not too large. But how large is 
too large? In order to answer this question we focus on the 
outcome of step 1. Let Z be the number of time step 1 is 
applied and let S, be such that 
(I-l)m0 < m < Im0. 
Moreover, assume that step 1 has been conducted for the 'ideal' 
situation that the asymptotic normality results in theorem 
8.4.2 holds for finite n as well. Thus, let 
A A . 
where 0* i s a fixed l inea r separator of S and r i s a fixed 
number such tha t (8.4.14) holds i f (8.4.11) i s f a l s e . Then the 
' i d e a l ' vers ion of theorem 8.4.2 i s : 
nm ~ N(0,1) i f m > m ; [ c f . (8 .4 .12) ] 
rjm ~ N(cin7n,(72m) i f m < m, where cm * 0. [cf. (8.4.14) ] 
Then 
P( i < I ) - P ^ i ^ j ^ ê - i ^ j m J < L J 
< V*'} J*= [exV(-huz)/J(2ir)]du 
(with ^ - <-L„ - CjmQyn)/c7jmo, bn - (1^ - c j m o yn) /a j m o ) 
< ( i - l ) J ^ [exp(-hu2)/y(25r)]du J 
- 00 
where 
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A = min _ \cim l/c-im , o = min _ OAm . 
l < j < i - l J ° J ° l< j< i - l J ° 
Moreover, i f 
ïm0 < n (8.4.18) 
(which is not unreasonable to assume) and 
I^/7n < CTA/(1+CT) (8.4.19) 
then i + 1 < n/m0 + 1 and 1^/a - \Jn < - L^  , hence 
P(i < I) < ((n/m0) - 1) J^ [exp(-Hu2)//(27r)]du. 
Furthermore, we have 
P(i > ï ) - P[min |;jm | > 1^ ] 
l<j<i J ° 
< P(|* | > 1^ ) = 2J7 [exp(-W)//(27r)]du, 
im ^ 
hence 
P(i * I) < ((n/m0) + 1)J^ [exp(-hu2)/7(2*)]du, 
provided (8.4.18) and (8.4.19) hold. This result suggests to 
choose the maximal 1^ for which 
Ljj/yn < n, where p = a\/(l+a) . 
However, since p, is unknown this is not feasible. Therefore we 
turn to a Bayesian approach. Assume for fj. a uniform [0,Jn] 
prior distribution, say. This prior reflexes the f act that we 
only know that 0 < (i < <*>. Then 
P(i * I) - P.[i * ï|/i<I*/yn]P[,i < I^A/n] 
+ P[i * Ij/i > L„/yn]P[M > l^/M 
< (1^/n) + ((n/m0) + 1)J? [exp(-iiu2) /7(27r)]du 
^ (8.4.20) 
Minimizing the righthand side of (8.4.20) to L^  yields (cf. 
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exercise 4) 
1^ - {2-ln[n(n/m0+l)/7(2?r)]}ii. (8.4.21) 
For example, with m0 = 50 and n — 2000 as in Bierens and Hartog 
(1988) we have 
L,, = 4.5597; lC [exp(-hu2) /7(2*-)]du - 0.51227E-5 
(cf.step 2), 
P(i *1) < 0.0025 (in the 'ideal' case). 
Of course, this critical value L^ heavily depends on the choice 
of the prior distribution for /i. For example, if we would 
choose the uniform [0,n] prior then 
1^ - {2-ln[n3/2(n/m0+l)/y(27r)]}h, 
which, with m0 - 50 and n - 2000, yields 1^ - 5.3284. 
It seems possible to extend this approach also to step 2. 
Step 1, however, is the most important as step 1 aims to result 
in a correct (but possibly too large) polynomial order. 
The problem of selecting the model size addressed to 
above nas been considered in various ways in the literature. 
See the reviews by Hocking (1976) and Thompson (1978) and in 
particular Geweke and Meese (1981). Most selection criteria are 
based on minimizing the error variance subject to a penalty for 
including an additional variable. Given a true Standard normal 
linear regression model 
YJ -^-i^jXu + Ü J • i-1- n> 
where m is only known to be finite, and a specified model 
A 
with corresponding estimated residual variance a\ , Geweke and 
Meese propose to select m by minimizing 
A 
CT£ +
 m<p(n) 
s u b j e c t t o 
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m e {1,2,....n^}, with rt^  -+ «> as n •-* °°, 
where cp (n) is a nonnegative penalty function. Denoting the 
A 
resulting estimate of 55 by m, they show that under some mild 
conditions on <p 
A 
P(m = m) -+ 1 as n -*• oo . 
This result is the same as (8.4.17). Although the result is the 
same, it is not clear to us how our approach relates to those 
of Geweke and Meese. The comparison is hampered by the f act 
that our model is highly nonlinear and the estimation is 
carried out by a two-stage procedure. On the other hand, the 
approach of Geweke and Meese seems to be applicable to our 
model selection problem, after some modification accounting for 
the typical structure of our model. Which method is better, 
however, is an open problem. 
isxercises: 
1. Prove theorem 8.4.1. 
Hint: Prove first that the functions M-,^ 0) and M2(0) are 
continuous in a neighborhood 90 of d0 , and so is z(x,0) for 
each x e H. Then use one of the uniform strong laws in chapter 
2 to prove 
Sup|z|<lsup0ee l^ 2!*) " $S.(Z\6)\ •* ° a-s-
for .£=0,1,2,..., where similarly to (8.4.4) 
if rx=r2, 
(8.4.22) 
if rx*r2 . 
7i<*) - E YjVi(z(XJ J)\d). 
2. Prove theorem 8.4.4. 
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E Vri(z(Xj.0)|Wr2(Xj,*)k) = l 
E ïXl(z(Xi,0)\eJÏ>XzVlLi,0)\0) - 0 
Next, prove that 
SUp0€9 \^^d) " 1ZW>\ •* ° a-s-
where 
3. Prove theorem 8.4.6, using (8.4.17). 
4. Prove (8.4.21). 
8.5 Proofs 
8 . 5 . 1 Proof of theorem 8.4.2 
Assume t h a t ( 8 . 4 . 1 1 ) h o l d s . Then 
E ( Y j | X j ) - g(Xj) = S ^ 7 i ( * o ) t f i < z ( X d , * o ) | - * o > a " s - ( 8 - 5 - D 
so t h a t 
( l / y n ) S ^ = 1 ( Y j - g m ( X j | ö ) ) e x p ( r z ( X j J ö * ) ) 
- ( l / y n ) 2 ^ 1 ( U j + g ( X j ) - g a i ( X j KH&nCXj Mo)-gm(Xj \h) 
X e x p ( r z ( X j , 9 * ) ) 
- ( l / y n ) S ^ 1 U j e x p ( r Z ( X j , ^ * ) ) 
X exp(rz(X d , 0*) ) 
- ( l / y n ) S °
 = 1 ( ^ (Xj | 0) - £ , (Xj | <?0 ) )exp(rz(Xj , §*) ) 
- ^ ( r , * * ) - c 2 ( r , ü * ) - c* 3 ( r ,0*) , s a y . ( 8 . 5 . 2 ) 
Observe from ( 8 . 4 . 5 ) , ( 8 . 4 . 6 ) and ( 8 . 5 . 1 ) t h a t f o r Z - 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
7 i ( « o ) ~ 7 i ( « o ) - ( l / n ) S ^ 1 U j ^ ( z ( X j , ^ 0 ) | ö 0 ) , 
hence 
c 2 ( r , 0 * ) - ^ { ( l / y n ) S ^ = 1 U j V i ( z ( X j , ö 0 ) | ö 0 } 
x { ( l / n ) S ^
 = 1 ^ ( z ( X j , ö 0 ) | ö 0 ) e x p ( r z ( X J , ö * ) ) } . 
Denoting 
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CZ(T,8*) -
- s^J{ (i/yn)S^.
 xUj £e<z(Xj ,e0)\ 8.0 )K[^(z(x j, e0) | *0 ) 
X exp(rz(Xj ,9*))]}, 
where T/>JJ(Z|#0) i s t h e p r o b a b i l i t y l i m i t of i> %(z\ 8
 Q) , i t i s easy 
to v e r i f y t h a t 
plimn^{c2(T,9*) - Zz{r,8*)) = 0. ( 8 . 5 . 3 ) 
Next, observe that by the mean value theorem there exists a 
random vector 9(T,9*) satisfying 
\1(T,9*) - 90\ < \o - 90\ a.s. (8.5.4) 
such that 
c3(r,0*) - (l/7n)S^1(&m(Xj|ö) - ^(Xjl^)) 
X exp(rz(Xj ,0*)) 
- 7n(^o)'(l/n)Z^1(3/a0')gm(Xj|?(r,0*)) 
X exp(rz(Xj,ö*)). 
Moreover, it follows from (8.5.4) and the f act that for fixed 
x, 
A . 
{8/88')gm(x|8) converges in prob., uniformly on a 
neighborhood of 80 , 
that 
plimn^co(l/n)S^ = 1(a/50')gm(Xj|?(r,ö*))exp(rz(Xj,Ö*)) 
= plimn^00(l/n)S^ = 1(a/3ö')gm(Xj |0)exp(rz(Xj ,9*)) 
- plimn.+00(l/n)S^ = 1(a/aö')gm(Xj |*0)exp<rz(Xj ,8*)) 
- ïa(r\e*), say. 
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Denoting 
c3(r,**) = M9-90)'Zm{r\9*) 
we thus have 
p l I m n ^ o { c 3 < r , t f 0 ) - c3(r,ff*)) = 0. ( 8 . 5 . 5 ) 
Fur thermore , observe t h a t 
and t h a t 
plimn^o{yn(^-ö0) - (E X1XJ)~1(l/yn)2* = 1Xj(Y.j-X.j'tf0)} - 0 . 
Thus denoting 
%(r,9*) = ?B(r,**)'(E X^jr^l/ViOS^X^Yj-Xj'^) 
we have 
plimn^oo{c3(r,ö0) - c3(r,0*)} - 0. (8.5.7) 
From (8.5.2), (8.5.3), (8.5.5) en (8.5.7) we now obtain 
plimn^0{(l/yn)^-1(YJ-SB(XJ-|ff))exp(rz(XJ,**)) - d(rJ0*)} - 0 , 
(8.5.8) 
where 
d(r\9*) - c\(r,0*) - c2(r,9*) - Z3(r,9*) 
- (l/yn)S^=1Ujexp(rz(Xj,ö*)) 
- (l/yn)S^1UjEm^i(z(Xj,Ö0)|ö0)E(^i(z(Xj,^)|ö0) 
x exp(rz(Xj , 0*)) 
- ?m<H**)'(E X1X{)-1(l/yn)S^=1xj(Yj-Xjrö0) 
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= (l/yn)S^=1UjPj_m(r|0*) - £m(r|**)'<E XiXf) 
X (l/yiOS^XjCYj-Xj*) . (8.5.9) 
with [cf. (8.4.22)] 
Pi>n(T\e*) - exp(rz<Xd ,•**)) - ^.^(zCXj,^)!^) 
X E[^(z(Xj)ö0)|ö0)exp(rz(Xj,ö*))]. 
Realizing that the terms in (8.5.9) are i.i.d. with zero mean 
and variance 
Sm(r|tf*) -E{UlPl>m(T|ff*) - ?B(r|tf*)'(EX1X{)-1XJ(Y<i-Xj'.tf0)}2 
" E{U2p2)n](r|ö*)} - 2 EtUjPj^Crl^ë^rl»*)' 
x (E XjXjT^Yj-Xj*,,) 
+ ?B(H'*>'(E X1X{)"1(E(Y1-^X1)2X1X{)(E X1Xi)-1?B(r|tf*) 
= E U?p?fm(r|tf*) 
- 2 E U1(Y1-Xitf0)plfia(r|tf*)Xi(E XxXf )" 1? m (r | 0*) 
+ lm(r \ 8*)'Qëm(r\ 6*), 
where Q is defined in theorem 8.3.1, we have by the central 
limit theorem 
A 
dm(r|^*) - N(O,sm(r|0*)) in distr. (8.5.11) 
We leave it to the reader to verify that 
s|(r|**) - sm(r|0*) a.s. 
(8.5.12) 
§m(rle*) > ° for r * °-
Combining (8.5.8), (8.5.11) and (8.5.12), part (8.4.12) of 
theorem 8.4.2 follows. 
Next, assume that (8.4.11) fails to hold. Then 
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(l/n)S^=1(Yj - gm(XJ|^))exp(rz(Xj,Ö*)) 
- E(Yj - Z^7i(öo)^i(z(Xj^o)|^))exp(rz(Xj)ö*)) a.s. 
(8.5.13) 
Moreover, it is not hard to verify that also now 
k (H'*> - 3*(r|**) a.s., 
say, where the limit is positive for r * 0. Thus part (8.4.13) 
follows straightforwardly from (8.5.13) and lemma 3.3.1. 
Finally, the conclusion that we may substitute 6 for $ 
follows from the fact that by theorem 8.3.1 
plimn^0{(l/yn)S^=1(Yj-gm(Xj,Ö))exp(rz(Xj,ö)) 
- (l/yn)S^1(Yj-gm(Xj J))exp(rz(Xj,Ö0))} - 0 (8.5.14) 
provided (8.4.11) is satisfied. Proving (8.5.14) is not too 
hard and therefore left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
8.5.2 Proof of theorem 8.4.3. 
The result (8.4.12) is equivalent with 
limn-^ coE exp(i-tf?m (r | ö )) - exp(-1st2) for every teR 
If r and 0* are random and independent from the data-generating 
process then similarly we have 
E(exp(i-t^m(r|0*))|r,0*) - exp(-iit2) a.s. 
Hence by bounded convergence, 
E exp(i-t^m(r|ö*)) = E[E exp(i- t*m (r | $*) ) | r , 6*] - exp(-ht2) 
which proves that (8.4.12) carries over if 9* and r are random. 
Finally, suppose that (8.4.11) fails to hold. Lemma 3.3.1 
implies that (8.4.13) hold for r € R\T, where T is a countable 
subset of R. But since r is now continuously distributed we 
have 
28 
P(r e R\T) - 1. 
Moreover, theorem 8.2.1 implies that 9 is a.s. a linear 
separator. Therefore (8.4.13) also holds for the random r and 
e* involved. Q.E.D. 
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